In order to carry out this project, we have to look for and check various projects related with the use of multimedia programmes for the universitarian education, all of these based in Pharmacy teaching. The interest consist into observe how the new technologies are introduced in the universitarian studies, and what are the rate of introduction in which they are situated.

We finally can note that, this technology is well introduced in the universities owing to the use of multimedia materials that they possess. Contrary to this fact, the evaluation made to observe what rate of introduction the new technologies had, reflects that is very incipient yet; because only 33 of revised projects have been evaluated objectively from their teaching efficiency and their material; the rest are in phase of subjective assessment or pending to be analysed from the point of view of the student acceptence.

There is an indicator that shows that the multimedia technology development is nowadays at the top, and this indicator is the absence of efficiency studies; not only in our town, but also in United States.

I have evaluated 33 abstracts, and only for 5 of them the authors have made an objective evaluation. Most of them were evaluated subjectively (14 of 33). Other projects hadn’t been evaluated yet, but they were pending of evaluation. Finally, it’s possible notice that 8 of them don’t say anything about evaluation. Nevertheless, some public opinion polls are being carried out and their first outcomes are reflecting the acceptance and the suitability of these methods in the universitarian education (8, 15, 64, 65).

Our last project has been made to assess the efficiency of our multimedia material (see it at edicionsub.com) the student training, and his outcomes will be shown in another communication of this same meeting.

In conclusion, it is impossible to announce the area in which is remarkable the use of this technology. Due to the big development in the new computer technologies, all the departaments in all the areas have been working in it and they have some available material on this matter, that are mainly used in the universitarian scope. For this reason, it is necessary a rigorous organization; firstly, making an available catalogue destinanted to the universitarian community and the private market; and secondly, promoting the commercialization of these projects. Consequently, all the information and tasks will enjoy of a good distribution and dissemination.